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finally, open ports are a big sign of a hacker. if you are like me, you
probably have the default ports open on your firewall, and you
barely scan your computer before. don't do this, and don't tell me
you've done it either. i'm currently running several anti-virus on my
computer in addition to the rootkit and keylogger scanner i already
am, and not one of them found this. i'm not using my public wifi, i
use it at home and in an office, and i turned off everything on my
firewall except a few ports. but i also have a log-on account which
is separate from my main one which is used for gaming, browsing,
my email client and forums. another thing i've done is try to reboot
my computer as little as possible while playing because if it
restarts, all of the ports will be closed. i have separate keys for all
of my accounts, and i use 2dollarz for my main banking website,
and i also have a tracking number for my debit card which is near
my home. keep all of your accounts and login information separate
from any gaming accounts and you'll be fine. imagine youre playing
a game where all of your friends have a jetpack. one evening youre
playing with your friends and as you jump out of the subway, your
friend is using his jetpack to enter and land on another platform,
and it instantly disconnects your connection. yours is still working,
so you hang in there. a couple hours later, youre cruising up the
freeway on your motorcycle when a rival gang of hackers decides
to start randomly sabotaging your car. their aim is to take your car
for a joyride and sell it. when you stop for gasoline, the enemy
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gang of hackers tries to break in, and the attendant starts a fire, so
you have no chance to save your car. suddenly, at 3am, your car
breaks down, and you find yourself stranded in the middle of
nowhere. you call your mechanic, who tells you that you cannot get
it fixed since it is broken out of warranty. anyhow, you have to
leave your car somewhere, and you decide to hitchhike. the guy
who picks you up just happens to be an enemy member of the
other gang, who has your car. he immediately stabs you in the
heart, and goes on his way. this scenario is really accurate with
what has happened to the "intruder community" in the last weeks.
right after the release of intruder, we quickly found out the ins and
outs of the new game mode. we also caught a hacker in the act on
several occasions, and reported all of this to the staff of the
servers.
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i just started playing this game. i havent played much of any of the
paid games because i never got my credit card info on the

computer. i saw i could download the game from the website and
also through torrents. i went through the website and the infected
version said it was 74% complete. it was 5% done when it ended. it
said i had to click on a link (the one that was hacked) to finish the
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download. there was no way around it and it was just downloading
the infected version. i got it on my computer and i guess the.war
file wasn't put up until yesterday. i've only been playing for about
10 minutes and i'm scared to use torrents because i don't want it
infected on my computer. i think they were sold through one of

those high end gaming distributors though. hi clem, i had the same
problem on my computer, the same happened on my friend's

computer and so did a third, second, and first one. i can't even get
to the mint documentation so i am in no position to try and solve
this problem. i had saved my document on my mint canonical,

which can't be accessed from now. does it still work if you
download from your own site? i tried to do a big iso, downloaded
over ten gbs and was blocked a few hours before i managed to
download it. just asked my friend, he downloaded a few times,

saved his documents and now i can't access them either. i am very
disappointed, i've just upgraded to mint 13 and am still waiting for
everything to work perfectly. i'm interested in your opinion on how

to solve this problem, it's an issue as this if you can't download
your documents. 5ec8ef588b
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